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Executive Summary
This report gives details of Station Usage data for the financial year 2005/06. An
accompanying spreadsheet contains the data itself. In this report, we give an
overview of our analysis and the outcome of several checks that were performed on
the results.
Station Usage data consists of estimates of the total numbers of people entering,
exiting and interchanging at stations using data from tickets sold. These results are
the most recent in a series we have supplied since 1997/98. The spreadsheet is in a
similar format to those previously provided. As requested in 2004/05, two additional
columns have been appended, ‘County’ and ‘Region’.
The Station Usage results are broadly in line with those for earlier years. The total
numbers of entries and exits have increased slightly since the last set of data
produced for 2004/05. However, there is a slight decrease in the total number of
passengers interchanging at stations.
This year’s work includes some improvements to the methodology. Firstly, making
use of the 2001 London Area Transport Survey (LATS) to improve the assumptions
about which terminal stations passengers use with tickets to London BR or with
Travelcards valid in Zone I (i.e. where the station used is not specified on the ticket).
Secondly, the use of updated assumptions (taken from MOIRA) when dealing with
flows involving a London Travelcard, excluding travel in Zone 1.
We have undertaken a series of checks on the Station Usage data. Results of some
checks are listed in the spreadsheet, but the report gives further details and analysis
of these results.
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1 Introduction
This report accompanies the Station Usage data for 2005/06, provided in the spreadsheet
“Station Usage 2005-06.xls”. This spreadsheet lists the entries, exits and interchanges
made at stations throughout England, Scotland and Wales in the financial year 2005-2006
(1st April 2005 to 31st March 2006).
The Station Usage spreadsheet takes a similar format to those we have provided in
previous years. As requested in 2004/05, two new columns have been included; “County”
and “Region” (Refer to Section 5.2). Total entries, exits and interchanges are given for
each station. Data for entries and exits are also subdivided by ticket type (full, reduced and
season tickets). The spreadsheet also contains results of checks that were requested
previously by the SRA on the entries and exits results. Comparative checks have been
done using 2004/05 data.
The remainder of this report falls into four sections:






Section 2 gives an overview of the entries and exits results
Section 3 provides an overview of the interchange results
Section 4 covers the checks on the station usage data
Section 5 gives an overview of the data and assumptions used
Lastly, the Appendices give an overview of the ORCATS allocation process, and
outlines of the methodologies used in the study.
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2 Overview of Entries and Exits Results
The spreadsheet contains entries and exits results for 2,506 stations. Around 801 million
entries, and a similar number of exits, were made in 2005/06 – an increase of 2.6% on the
year 2004/05.
The industry total passenger volume is 1.1 billion journeys. The spreadsheet only
considers 801 million journeys because of journeys where neither the origin nor the
destination can be derived from the ticket information. In particular, TfL sold Travelcards
account for over 200 million journeys and none of these tickets carry the point of sale,
origin or destination. This suggests that station usage will be understated for journeys
made wholly within London Travelcard area.
The table below shows data for the 10 stations with the highest numbers of entries and
exits for 2005/06.
NLC
5598
5426
6965
5148
9813
5143
1444
3087
2968
6121

Station Name
WATERLOO LONDON
VICTORIA LONDON
LIVERPOOL STREET LONDON
LONDON BRDIGE
GLASGOW CENTRAL
CHARING CROSS LONDON
EUSTON LONDON
PADDINGTON LONDON
MANCHESTER PICCADILLY
KING’S CROSS LONDON

Total Entries & Exits 05/06
61,036,093
47,859,728
47,271,234
37,416,180
29,379,666
28,562,268
27,166,829
26,501,166
21,230,613
20,301,663

The top ten stations have remained the same but their rankings have changed since
04/05. The top ten stations account for 22% of all entries and exits. This is the same
proportional split in 04/05. The main contributor to these changes is the new improved
2001 LATS methodology employed to assign an appropriate London station in place of the
London BR code, on flows where either the origin or destination is London BR or a London
Travelcard involving Zone 1. More detail can be found in Section 4.2.
As usual, some stations have been excluded. It is possible that some national rail ticket
sales for the following 'joint' national rail and London Underground stations are recorded in
the ticketing system, but not all sales are, therefore data capture is low at the following
stations, and results can be misleading:
• Farringdon
• South Ruislip
• Greenford
• Old Street
• Highbury & Islington
• Seven Sisters
• Tottenham Hale
• West Ham
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There are nine new stations this year: Merryton (9705), Kelvindale (1655), Chatelherault
(9707), Heathrow Exp 4 (7091), Llantwit Major (9699), Rhoose Cardiff Intl (3876), Larkhall
(9728), Gartcosh (9723), Liverpool South Park (9709). However, Kelvindale, Larkhall and
Liverpool South Park have been removed from the Station Usage data because the station
opened during the course of the year, therefore, the data is not representative of a whole
year.
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3 Overview of Interchange Results
In all, around 120 million interchanges are estimated to have been made among National
Rail operated services (interchanges between rail and tube or other modes is excluded). A
similar estimation was made in 2004/05 (121 million). Similarly, 35% of interchanges are
estimated to have occurred at the top 10 stations (37% in 2004/05).
These ten stations are listed in the table below.
NLC
5595
5148
5355
5598
9950
5426
6121
1127
3149
2242

Station Name
CLAPHAM JUNCTION LONDON
LONDON BRIDGE
EAST CROYDON
WATERLOO LONDON
GLASGOW QUEEN STREET
VICTORIA LONDON
KING’S CROSS LONDON
BIRMINGHAM NEW STREET
READING
LIVERPOOL CENTRAL

Total Interchanges 05/06
9,453,333
6,352,043
4,252,689
3,997,260
3,708,149
3,244,124
2,981,559
2,965,256
2,453,380
2,070,729

The interchange results were based on the Central Allocations File (CAF), which is an
output of the ORCATS system used to determine allocation of passenger volumes
between different National Rail operators. Since ORCATS is a model, the CAF contains
estimates rather than actual journeys. However, it is used throughout the industry, so it is a
reasonable source of data. Please refer to Appendix A for more information on ORCATS
and the CAF.
3.1

New and Discounted Stations

Interchanges occurred at 507 stations in 2005/06. This was similar to the number of
interchanges estimated in 2004/05.
There were 5 new interchange stations appearing since 2004/05. These are listed below:
NLC
5450
1543
5962
7680
8541

New Interchange Stations in 2005/06
HAMPDEN PARK
HARPENDEN
DORCHESTER WEST
MORPETH
PONTEFRACT TANSHELF

Hampden Park was the most significant new interchange station with 37,928 interchanges,
or around 104 per day.
We did not identify reasons for changes in the interchanging stations. However, it is
important to note that interchanges can change significantly from year to year for a variety
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of reasons. Factors such as new service patterns and changes in journey times play a
part. Each may alter the opportunities to travel in ORCATS and may include an opportunity
to interchange at a station, which was not previously feasible. Please refer to Appendix A
for more details of the ORCATS allocation process.
Since 2004/05, there have been 4 stations where interchanges no longer occur, (i.e.
discontinued interchanges). These are listed below:
NLC
6926
2052
8009
1135

Discontinued Interchanges
CLAPTON
APPLEBY
HARTLEPOOL
RUGELEY TOWN

With the exception of Clapton, where 5,130 interchanges occurred, each had extremely
low levels of interchanges in 2004/05. These were not investigated further.
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4 Checks on Station Usage Results
The accuracy of our estimates of station usage are highly dependent upon the veracity of
the ticket data used. We have therefore devised and undertaken a series of checks to
identify where data may need to be modified or treated with caution.
Three specific checks on the data have been carried out. All the stations flagged up by
these checks are marked in the accompanying spreadsheet, together with explanations,
where possible. In this section, we explain these checks in more detail. We also performed
a series of other checks to help validate the results.
In all, 9% of entries and exits occurred at stations that failed at least one of the first two
checks conducted. This was a decrease on the figure of 13% for 2004/05.
The third check involves identifying Group Stations, so being flagged by this check did not
constitute ‘failure’.
4.1

Check 1: Unequal Entries & Exits

The first check highlights all the stations at which the number of entries differed
significantly from the number of exits. A station was considered to fail this check if either its
entries or its exits individually constituted less than 40% of its total entries and exits.
There has been an increasing trend in the number of stations failing this check. In
2000/01, 25 stations failed, in 2001/02, 37 failed, 2002/03, 48 failed and in 2004/05, 52
failed. In 2005/06 a slight improvement occurred where 50 stations failed this test.
However similar to previous years, the number of journeys to and from such stations
remains a very low proportion of all journeys.
Of the 50 stations failing the check this year, 20 had less than 10 entries and exits per day
on average. These were not investigated in detail, since they have such low usage. The
remaining 30 all fell into at least one of the groups listed below.
4.1.1 London Stations
London stations can fail this check because much travel in London is undertaken using
Travelcards or boundary zone tickets. With such tickets, it is not possible to capture all the
origin and destination information. We were able to assign some of the journeys to specific
stations, but not all journeys can be assigned. Therefore failure at this check implies
incomplete capture of information, rather than genuine differences in the numbers of
entries and exits.
4.1.2 Group Stations
Group stations are situated in towns that have more than one railway station, and as well
as having national location codes (NLCs) for the individual stations, a Group Station exists
which covers them all. For example, a customer wishing to travel to Birmingham Snow Hill
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may receive either a ticket to Snow Hill specifically (NLC 1006), or a ticket to the Group
Station, Birmingham BR (NLC 0418).
Since different NLCs may be used for the same journey in these cases, it is more
meaningful to consider the total entries and exits across all stations in a Group, in this
check. All the stations that failed this check passed when their results were incorporated
with the rest of their group.
4.1.3 Single Tickets
At other stations there were unbalanced numbers of single tickets issued to and from the
station. We have not investigated why these stations show this imbalance.
4.2

Check 2: Large Changes in Usage

The second check identified all stations at which usage has changed significantly since the
previous year available, 2004/05. A station is deemed to fail this test if its number of
entries and exits combined is more than 20% higher or lower than its figure in 2004/05.
The 20% takes into account a possible continued growth or decline over the previous year.
Only stations whose total entries and exits exceeded 15,000 were considered in this
check.
181, or 7% of stations, failed this check. This is a significant decrease in the number of
stations failing this check in 2004/05. In 2004/05, 335, or 13% of stations failed this check
due to a change in methodology. There are many reasons why stations can fail this check,
most of which have been a factor in previous years. However since 2004/05 there has
been two new contributing factors, both of which have had a significant impact on the
station usage figures and thus the results for Check 2. Examples of the changes in
methodology have been set out below.
New Methodology for assigning London Termini or Zone 1 Travelcards
In 2004/05 a new methodology had been put in place to assign an appropriate London
station on flows where either the origin or destination is London BR (NLC=1072) or a
London Travelcard involving Zone 1. This has improved the quality of the results thus
altering previous trends.
Example
Many tickets to London are sold from a named origin station to the destination ‘London
Terminals’. Customers travelling on these tickets usually exit at the first London terminus
station they reach. However Lennon does not record the name of this station. Since so
many tickets are sold to ‘London Terminals’ destinations and most TOCs operate trains to
only a few London terminus stations, it was felt important that these tickets were preserved
in the dataset and an assumption be made to capture these flows.
Pre 2004/05, methodology assumption would be made about the actual exit points of
customers travelling to ‘London Terminals’.
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For example, c2c operates exclusively into Fenchurch Street, and most South West Trains
services terminate at Waterloo. Therefore with each ticket to ‘London Terminals’, we:
1) Identified the origin station
2) Found the TOC which leases the origin station
3) Assigned the London terminus most closely associated with that TOC, as
specified in Appendix B.
The application of this assumption meant that the figures given for London Terminus
stations were less accurate than those given for other stations. For example, we assume
that all journeys from WAGN stations to ‘London Terminals’ terminate at King’s Cross, so
all such journeys are included in the ‘exits’ figure for this station. In practice, though,
WAGN operates services to King’s Cross, Moorgate and Liverpool Street. Therefore in
previous versions of station usage the exits for WAGN were overestimated at King’s
Cross, and underestimated at Moorgate and Liverpool Street.
The new methodology involved analysing survey responses from the 2001 LATS. For
journeys from any given station, the percentage of passengers using each London
terminus was determined. Entries and exits have then been apportioned accordingly. For
example, for all journeys from WAGN stations to ‘London Terminals’, LATS tells us the
split of journeys going to King’s Cross, Moorgate and Liverpool Street and exits can be
assigned accordingly and accurately.
Stations with small sample sizes were removed from the 2001 LATS data. Where there
was insufficient data in LATS to generate the split for a particular station, the previous
methodology has been used (as described above).
Updated Assumption for Non Zone 1 Travelcards
New sets of assumptions have been used when dealing with Travelcards that did not
include Zone 1. This has improved the quality of the results and thus may alter previous
trends.
For flows with origin or destination a London Travelcard (excluding zone 1) we use a set of
assumptions used in MOIRA1 to convert the Travelcard into a destination station. These
assumptions use the starting station to work out which stations it is possible for the
passenger to be travelling to, and also gives the proportion of passengers travelling to
each of these stations. This is based on the assumption that a passenger holding a Zones
2-6 Travelcard would travel as far as Zone 2.
Example
If a passenger is travelling from Haslemere to London and the destination is recorded as
Travelcard Zone 2, then the assumptions state that a proportion of travellers will alight at
Clapham Junction and the remainder will alight at Putney. Similarly, a passenger travelling
from Haslemere with a destination of Travelcard Zone 5 is assumed to alight at either East
Croydon or Sutton.

1

MOIRA: A model to forecast revenue changes due to timetable changes.
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Before 2004/05 versions of station usage data, these assumptions were based on
passengers’ travel patterns from surveys prior to the existence of London Travelcards.
However these assumptions have now been updated using survey responses from the
2001 LATS and contain more realistic assumptions thus increasing their accuracy.
Where there was insufficient data in the 2001 LATS to generate the split for a particular
station, only the access or egress at one end of the flow was used, the access or egress at
the Travelcard end of the flow was ignored, as we did not know which station would have
been used.
As an example, from the previous set of assumptions, a flow originating from Battersea
Park had a total of 74 non Zone 1 destinations listed. For the same originating station, the
updated assumptions had a total of 19 non Zone 1 destinations. The first 10 rows from
each set of assumptions have been provided.
Old Assumption
Destination station
Clapham Junction
Kingston
Balham
East Croydon
Wimbledon
West Croydon
Peckham Rye
Clapham High Street
Crystal Palace
New Malden

Full

Reduced

Seasons

1%
8%
8%
3%
1%
13%
9%
9%
3%
1%

18%
19%
12%
14%
1%
0%
2%
0%
5%
7%

18%
2%
5%
2%
12%
2%
2%
0%
1%
1%

New Assumptions
Destination station
Croydon BR
Kingston
Balham
Earlsfield
Denmark Hill
Norbury
Chessington North
Wandsworth Town
Crystal Palace
Clapham Junction

All Ticket
Types
24%
13%
9%
7%
7%
7%
5%
5%
3%
3%

Check 2
Reasons causing stations to fail check 2, including those provided in previous reports,
have been listed below for completeness. In addition, where possible a reason was
assigned to the stations failing the check. A reason was not identified in every case.
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4.2.1 New Station
Stations that are newly opened, or have been opened within the past few years, can
reasonably show significant growth.
4.2.2 Group Stations
Stations associated with a Group Station can show large variations in usage figures, which
reflect changes in ticket encoding rather than actual difference in customers’ journeys.
Please refer to Section 4.1.2 for more details. Group stations were also flagged in Check 3
– please refer to Section 4.3.
4.2.3 Gating
Installation of ticket gates can significantly affect not only the usage figures at that station,
but also those at neighbouring stations. The gates help to ensure that customers purchase
tickets, but customers may also alter their travel patterns to avoid gated stations.
We would expect travel patterns to be most affected in the months following the installation
of the gates.
4.2.4 Change in Service Pattern
Alterations in service frequency or stopping pattern would be expected to alter station
usage figures. This is particularly apparent where a group of consecutive stations show
similar increases or decreases. Again, this can be a long term trend. The West Coast
Route Modernisation is an example where station usage estimations can be affected.
4.2.5 Ticket Issuing Facilities Changes or Product Changes
Some London stations have both underground and conventional trains operating. Lennon
does not capture tickets sold by London Underground, only those sold by TOCs. Changes
in ticket facilities provided by TOCs, for example the provision of ticket machines, can
therefore increase the ticket sales captured by the system.
Product changes can have an affect on passengers’ purchasing patterns at rail outlets
thus affecting station usage data. For example, the introduction of Oyster cards at rail
outlets can affect stations inside the Travelcard boundary in the London area.
4.2.6 Engineering Work
Significant engineering work can alter customers’ travel patterns. The West Coast Route
Modernisation and the Cross London blockade are both examples where station usage
figures can be affected.
4.2.7 Tourism
Stations near to tourist attractions may show significant changes in usage as a result of
weather, promotions or other factors, which affect tourists’ journeys.
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4.2.8 Special Stations
Some stations serve a particular activity or business. Some fluctuation in usage of such
stations is reasonable. Such activities include:
 Racecourses
 Exhibition Centre Glasgow
 Airports
4.2.9 Trend of Growth or Decline
For stations with a history of growth or decline, it is reasonable to expect this trend to
continue. There are many possible reasons for these trends, such as demographic and
employment changes.
4.2.10 Changes in the Sales of Individual Ticket Types
Miscoding of ticket information entered into Lennon can alter station usage results,
although this would not be reflecting an actual change in customers’ journeys.
4.2.11 Explanations from the TOCs
In 1999/00, we contacted several TOCs in an effort to identify reasons why the remaining
stations might be failing. This was not successful, so we have not made such enquiries
since.
4.2.12 New Methodology for Assigning London Termini or Zone 1 Travelcards
A new methodology has been put in place to assign an appropriate London station on
flows where either the origin or destination is London BR (NLC=1072) or a London
Travelcard involving Zone 1. This has improved the quality of the results thus altering
previous trends.
4.2.13 Updated Assumption for Non Zone 1 Travelcards
The updated assumptions (taken from MOIRA) used when dealing with Travelcards that
did not include Zone 1 has improved the quality of the results and thus may alter previous
trends.
4.3 Check 3: Group Stations & London Termini
The third check involved identifying all stations that are part of a group station
4.3.1 Group Stations
All stations that are members of group stations, and therefore have a Group Station
National Location code (NLC) associated with them, were identified. Our processes will
have assigned these passengers to a specific station within the station group. They are
marked in the spreadsheet with the name and NLC of the group station. The user of this
data may wish to filter on ‘Group Station NLC’ column, or create pivot tables, to investigate
the results at a group station level.
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5 Data Assumptions
5.1 Lennon Data
The basis for calculating the number of passengers entering and exiting the National Rail
stations is taken as journey data recorded with the Lennon database. Lennon is a system
operated by Atos Origin on behalf of the Rail Settlement Plan (RSP) and is used to
allocate revenue between each Train Operating Company. The Lennon database captures
all ticket sales from all RSP accredited ticket machines and all revenue to be allocated
between operators across the former BR network.
There will be a number of National Rail journeys made which are not accounted for in this
system; this includes, for example, journeys made with a Travelcard purchased from a
London Underground station. In addition, some TOCs do not record all their passenger
journeys within Lennon where tickets are valid on a single TOCs services, for example
Gatwick Express on-train sales and Stansted Express tickets sold through airlines (Non
Lennon) and some local authority tickets (e.g. Centro tickets in the West Midlands) are not
recorded.
5.2 Regions and Counties
As requested in 2004/05 by the ORR, counties and regions associated with which station
has been appended to the Station Usage data. The local authorities have been identified
using data contained within the Lennon database.
However, Lennon does not contain counties and regions information for each station, and
DfT ‘Tempro’ data has been used to link the local authority within Lennon to counties and
regions.
For some stations, where counties and regions could not be matched against the Lennon
local authorities a manual allocation was made
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Appendix A: Overview of the ORCATS Allocation Process
This section gives an outline of the Central Allocations File (CAF), which is used in
producing the interchange figures, and the ORCATS process, which creates the CAF.
Most of the train tickets that are sold are interavailable – the customer has a choice of
routes and operators. For example, when a customer buys a ticket to travel from Leicester
to Leeds, that customer may travel on various combinations of Midland Mainline, GNER
and Virgin Trains, and may interchange at Doncaster, Sheffield or Derby. Lennon captures
the sale of the ticket, but unless the ticket has stringent route restrictions, the route actually
taken by the customer is not recorded.
The route taken by any particular customer may never be known, but some route options
are more attractive than others. The customer is more likely to choose a faster, more
frequent service than a slower, less frequent one. This likelihood can be translated into the
proportions of customers choosing each route option, on a particular flow. (A ‘flow’
represents all journeys from a given origin station to a given destination station,
irrespective of the route taken.) The revenue received from all customers on that flow
should be split between different operators to reflect the proportion of customers, which
each operator carried.
ORCATS was developed to model the choice made by the customers, and to allow
revenue to be split between operators. It applies passenger choice modelling to the train
timetable, to determine the relative attractiveness of different route alternatives. It then
weights the results by journey mileage.
When a timetable changes, ORCATS works out the possible routes between each origin
and destination, and calculates the percentage of the passengers that choose each route
based on the services in the new timetable.
The output from ORCATS is the Central Allocations File (CAF). This file lists the proportion
of journeys on each flow (or origin-destination pair) estimated to be made by each route
alternative. For journeys involving interchanges, each leg of the journey is listed. By
combining this information with Lennon data, which contains actual ticket sales figures for
all flows, we have estimated the number of interchanges occurring at individual stations.
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Appendix B: Methodology for Entries & Exits
We calculated an estimate of the number of people entering and exiting each of the
National Rail stations for the financial year 2005/06.
The entries and exits at each station were derived from the journey data recorded in the
Lennon database.
Each year DeltaRail (previously known as AEA Technology Rail) receives a file from Atos
Origin containing the revenue, number of journeys and ticket issues for each flow on the
network, for each CTOT (ticket type code). These revenue and journey figures are
unallocated, in other words are based on the actual ticket sales before the allocation to the
different Train Operating Companies.
A number of National Rail journeys made are not accounted for in this system; this
includes, for example, journeys made with a Travelcard purchased from a London
Underground station. As a result these journeys have not been included in the entries and
exit estimations.2
After completing checks on the data, the data was transformed into an origin/destination
file, where each record reflected an estimate of the actual journeys undertaken. The file
contained the revenue and number of journeys for each flow, where a flow consisted of a
unique origin, destination and route code combination.
The number of entries and exits was calculated for a particular station by summing all
journeys starting at the station, and all journeys terminating at the station.
The flow data from the origin/destination file was separated into seven categories that are
described below. Under each of these categories we describe any manipulation that we
undertook on the data in order to establish which station had been used to start or finish a
journey.
Category 1 – Origin and Destination Stations Known
Both the origin and destination were known stations.
Category 2 – Origin and Destination a Group Station (excluding London BR)
All origins or destinations that were a group station (with the exception of London BR)
were changed to the major station within the group. For example, all ticket sales to or from
Reading BR are recoded to Reading. These flows are then treated the same as Category
1.
Category 3 – Origin or Destination was London BR
This category contained all flows that had London BR as either the origin or destination. In
order to assign an appropriate London station on flows where either the origin or
2 As discussed with the ORR, the recent adjustments of journey factors for London Travelcards in Lennon, which affects
journeys made on tickets sold by a London Underground station or their agents only, have not had an impact on the station
usage data as these journeys are not included in the station usage analysis.
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destination is London BR (NLC=1072) or a London Travelcard involving Zone 1, we
analysed responses from the 2001 LATS. For journeys from any given station, we found
out what percentage of passengers use each London terminus. Entries and exits were
apportioned accordingly.
For example, if the flow was from Ashford International to London BR, we used our pre
generated table showing the percentage spilt between the alternative London termini for
passengers starting at Ashford International. From this we apportioned the exits between
London Bridge, Charing Cross, Victoria and other termini.
Stations with small sample sizes were removed from the 2001 LATS data. Where there
was insufficient data in the 2001 LATS to generate the split for a particular station, the
following process was followed: firstly, the non-London station was identified, secondly, the
lead Train Operating Company (TOC) of this station was considered and finally, the
London terminus most closely associated with that TOC, as summarised in the table
below.
For example, if the flow was from Maidenhead to London BR, we considered the leading
TOC of the starting station, which was First Great Western Link. From this we assigned
the London terminus as Paddington.
Train Operating Company
First ScotRail
GNER
Arriva Trains Northern
WAGN
First North Western
Merseyrail
Virgin West Coast
Central
Silverlink
Manchester M'link (via Virgin West Coast)
Midland Main Line
First Great Western
Wessex
First Great Western Link
Chiltern
First Great Eastern
Anglia
C2C
Southern
Gatwick Express
South Central
Thameslink
South West Trains
Island Line

London Terminus
Kings Cross
Kings Cross
Kings Cross
Kings Cross
Euston
Euston
Euston
Euston
Euston
Euston
St.Pancras
Paddington
Paddington
Paddington
Marylebone
Liverpool Street
Liverpool Street
Fenchurch Street
London Bridge
Victoria
Victoria
City Thameslink
Waterloo
Waterloo
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Category 4 – Origin or Destination a London Travelcard including Zone 1
All origins and destinations that are London Travelcard Zones that include Zone 1 were
converted to ‘London BR’ under the assumption that they will travel to the same stations
as point-to-point passengers and then transfer to another mode. The methodology set out
above for Category 3 was then applied.
Category 5 – Origin or Destination a London Travelcard excluding Zone 1
This category contained all Travelcards that did not include Zone 1, for example Zone
R2345 London.
For flows with origin or destination a London Travelcard (excluding zone 1) we use a set of
assumptions used in MOIRA3 to convert the Travelcard into a destination station. These
assumptions have been created using survey responses from the 2001 LATS. They use
the starting station to work out which stations it is possible for the passenger to be
travelling to, and also gives the proportion of passengers travelling to each of these
stations. This is based on the assumption that a passenger holding a Zones 2-6
Travelcard would travel as far as Zone 2.
For example, if a passenger is travelling from Haslemere to London and the destination is
recorded as Travelcard Zone 2, then the assumptions state that a proportion of travellers
will alight at Clapham Junction and the remainder will alight at Putney. Similarly, a
passenger travelling from Haslemere with a destination of Travelcard Zone 5 is assumed
to alight at either East Croydon or Sutton.
The assumptions used to create the 2004/05 data have been created using 2001 LATS
responses. Previous versions of station usage were created using assumptions based on
passengers’ travel patterns from surveys prior to the existence of London Travelcards. As
a result this will produce more accurate estimations of entries and exits.
Where there was insufficient data in the 2001 LATS to generate the split for a particular
station, only the access or egress at one end of the flow was used, the access or egress at
the Travelcard end of the flow was ignored, as we did not know which station would have
been used.
Category 6 – Origin or Destination a Boundary Zone
For all flows where the origin or destination was a boundary zone in London, we do not
know where the passenger started or ended their journey.
Passengers purchasing a ticket starting at a boundary zone will already be in possession
of a ticket that is valid out to that boundary zone. We were unable to tell at which station
they started their journey, as they used the ticket that they already owned to travel from
their starting station to the boundary zone.
For example, a passenger with a zone 1 and 2 Travelcard who wanted to travel from
London to Portsmouth would purchase a ticket from boundary zone 2 to Portsmouth.
3

MOIRA: A model to forecast revenue changes due to timetable changes.
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However, we had no way of knowing at which station they started their journey. It could
have been any station within Travelcard zones 1 and 2.
There are five different boundary zones: Boundary Zone 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Category 7 – Non-National Rail Stations and Invalid Flows
This final category contains all those flows for which we could not get any sensible stations
usage information and therefore the journeys are excluded from the entries and exits
figures.
This includes:
 Invalid flows, in particular flows where the origin station equalled the destination
station.
 Flows involving invalid codes that were not proper stations.
It is also worth noting that like last year we also eliminated the stations where
predominantly London Transport tickets are sold, such as Old Street and Tottenham Hale.
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Appendix C: Methodology for Interchanges
We obtained an estimate of the number of people interchanging at each station by
combining the number of journeys made on each flow from Lennon (from our
origin/destination file) with the information in the CAF. The CAF was based on the Winter
2006 timetable.
The CAF contains:
 Origin and destination
 Route alternatives for each origin and destination
 Ticket type data
 For each flow, the proportion of passengers who choose to travel on each route
alternative as calculated by the ORCATS model
This methodology was the same as that which we employed to calculate the number of
passengers interchanging at each of the stations in 2004/05.
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